Model UT/GT Chimney Installation Instruction Supplement

Universal Adjustable Wall Band (UWB)
Selkirk Chimney parts are listed and produced under the Factory Inspection and Follow-up program
of Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. and carry the
LISTING MARK illustrated here.

CAUTION: WEAR CUT RESISTANT GLOVES WHILE HANDLING METAL PARTS TO AVOID PERSONAL INJURY.
Read the following instructions in their entirety before assembling and installing. Refer to the main Selkirk installation
instructions for further information on the installation of Selkirk
Chimney Systems (SCS).
The Universal Adjustable Wall Band Assembly is designed
to accommodate 5” through 8” diameter Selkirk Chimney
System Pipe. It is designed to work in conjunction with SCS
Universal Wall Support/Resupport Assembly (UWRSA) as an
intermediate stabilizer on tall vertical runs, or in place of the
Wall Band (WB) where horizontal adjustability is needed. It
is required to have a Wall Band (WB) or Universal Wall Band
(UWB) installed every 8 feet. For systems shorter than 8’, at
least one WB or UWB must be installed. (See Fig. 4)

Refer to main instructions for overall system
installation guidelines.
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To Install
1. Place the two halves of the UWB Band as shown in Fig.
1. Insert the flat head bolt through the middle set of holes
in the band halves marked with the corresponding pipe
diameter of the chimney being installed. (Ex. - for a 6"
chimney, place the flathead bolts through the holes
marked 6.) The bolt should pass through the band halves
with the tabs oriented outward. (See Fig. 1)
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2. Place the Spacer Clip on the bolt used in the middle of
the assembly and secure with washers and nut. (See
Fig. 1)
3. Form the Band into a ring and loosely connect tabs using the 1/4” x 2” nut and bolt. (See Fig 1.)
4. Place the Band between the left and right brackets with
the Spacer Clip and Tabs oriented as shown. (See Fig.
3)
5. Attach the band to the wall brackets using 2 flat head
bolts (1 per bracket) and nuts. The bolts should pass
through the holes corresponding to the pipe diameter
and through the slots of the brackets. These slots allow
for horizontal adjustment of the pipe from the wall. (See
Fig. 3)
6. Determine the location at which the assembly will be
installed. (Make sure the wall to which the brackets will
be attached is structurally sound, capable of providing
adequate anchoring capacity for lag bolts.)
7. Level the brackets and drill pilot holes in the wall using
the mounting holes in the brackets as a template. Drill 1
hole in the wall for each bracket.
8. Secure brackets to wall using 1/4" x 2" lag bolts. See
Fig 3 & 4.
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9. Place length of pipe within the assembly and tighten the
tabs using the 1/4" x 2" bolt referenced in Step 3 to secure the pipe within the band. (See Fig. 4)
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